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Book Reviews

•

A Contested Art: Modernism and Mestizaje in New Mexico. By Stephanie
Lewthwaite. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2015. xv + 284 pp.
12 halftones, 18 color plates, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8061-4864-9.)
Why does literature about Latino/a art in the Southwest lag so-far behind that
of Native Peoples? Certainly, there have been important monographs about santeros and gallery artists, but until this book, little scholarly attention has been
given to the construction of the critical and commercial space in which such artists operate. Stephanie Lewthwaite’s book fills this need very well. She employs a
methodology of “critical regionalism,” the interrogation of place-based cultural
production with an eye toward illuminating histories of exclusion and marginalizations and uses José Limón’s framework of a “modernism of critical difference” toshow how four artists negotiated mainstream expectations and found
ways to assert expansive Hispanic identities. The book starts by contextualizing
how white patronage of Hispano art emerged in New Mexico, tying together the
primitivist longings of East Coast-based Modernists with the political, social,
and economic aspirations of the local Latino/a elite—who supported the official
notion of tri-culturalism and claimed a pure Spanish heritage for Nuevomexicanos. Within this context, Hispano artists found support from such institutions as the Spanish Colonial Art Society, Spanish Market, Native Market, and
the Federal Art Project. However, such patronage boxed them into the category
of an unchanging folk art that was celebrated for its direct ties to an authentic
experience of local religion, land, and cultural practice.
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Lewthwaite then introduces carver Patrocinio Barela, photographer John
Candelario, and painters Edward Chávez, and Margaret Herrera Chávez. She
shows their strategic use of theiropportunities to cross cultural and geographic
lines, giving their works a rich hybridity that belied the “Spanish purity” myth.
In many cases, these interconnections emerged through the artists’ lives, as family ties, work, and on occasion the pursuit of artistic training and pulled them into
contact with broad cultural conversations about modernism and social identity.
Lewthwaite engages mestizaje—the Mexican construction of national identity as
inherently hybrid—because the artists she discusses identified with Mexico. The
artists established ties after working alongside Mexicans in agricultural labor, participation in civil rights organizations and movements that build Latino/a alliances beyond the region, and even because of an admiration for the mixture of
formal and social concerns at the heart of Mexican modernism. Mestizaje also
accurately describes the creative and personal links several of the artists had with
Pueblo peoples. One of the great strengths of the volume is that, in giving artists agency, Lewthwaite does not idolize them. Instead, she notes how individual
artists reinscribed some of the problematic tenets of the “Spanish Colonial Paradigm,” which exoticized working class and indigenous people, for example, or
perpetuated masculinist biases about what constitutes as “authentic” Hispano art.
As a work of cultural studies, A Contested Art makes necessary connections
to the broader field of Latino/a, and Chicano/a studies. The book will not satisfy
readers looking for an art historical perspective that gives nuanced analyses of
individual works of art. For that, the existing monographs will be an essential
supplement.
Elizabeth Hutchinson
Barnard College, Columbia University

The Autobiography of Gustave Baumann. Edited by Martin Krause. Foreword
by Charles L. Venable. (Portland, Ore.: Pomegranate Communications, Inc.,
2015. 160 pp. 84 color plates, 37 halftones, epilogue, chronology, index. $40.00
paper, isbn 978-0-7649-7192-1.)
Early in the twentieth century Gustave Baumann’s color woodcut prints depicting picturesque scenes from New Mexico became popular icons. Now his
recently published autobiography provides further insights into his narrative
skills and reaffirms his talent as a storyteller. Unfortunately, the account ends
with the Santa Fe Fiesta of 1926 and a description of courting his wife, Jane. As a
result, most of his time in New Mexico is not explored, leaving readers with the
impression that Baumann never finished this manuscript.
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The autobiography is published by the Indianapolis Museum of Art and
Pomegranate Communications. Readers will appreciate how the museum’s
print curator, Martin Krause, carefully weaves reproductions of family photographs and Baumann’s art from the museum’s collection into the autobiography. Krause’s commentary provides useful contextual information, notes, and a
detailed chronology.
Baumann’s best-known subjects depict Pueblo lifeways and architecture,
but they are not well represented in this book. His descriptions of interactions
with Pueblo people and other locals reveal warm relationships, but also expose
a touristic misunderstanding of Native cultures. For example, Baumann’s
description of Pueblo Koshare (ritual clowns who can be seen participating at
dances) is charmingly descriptive, but does not reveal an understanding of their
order-keeping role in Pueblo communities (p. 100–101).
Although Baumann was a central player in the Santa Fe artist community,
Venable only mentions a few colleagues, and none in detail. He does not include
Edgar Lee Hewett, Santa Fe’s ever-present and controversial culture tsar who
dominated Santa Fe art between the world wars. Readers do not learn how he
interacted with internationally known artists painting in New Mexico, or what
he thought of their work.
Unlike his rich social treatment of his life in Chicago, Illinois, and Brown
County, Indiana, Baumann kept important information about Santa Fe to himself. His thoughts about the transformations occurring during the Great Depression, his role in the public art projects, and the impact of hard times on his life
and livelihood are not included. While this is a beautiful publication, more than
a few art historians will be disappointed that Baumann assiduously avoided providing an insider’s view of New Mexico’s always-contentious art politics.
Joseph Traugott
New Mexico Museum of Art, Santa Fe

Surviving Desires: Making and Selling Native Jewelry in the American Southwest.
By Henrietta Lidchi. (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 2015. vii + 264 pp. 277
color plates, 31 halftones, maps, tables, archival material, notes, bibliography,
index. $34.95 paper, isbn 978-0-8061-4850-2.)
Picture it in your mind: the iconic American Indian turquoise and silver jewelry of the Southwest. We all know it. Consumers in Japan are familiar with the
designs, operations in the Philippines try to copy it, and museums throughout the world collect key samples that exemplify it. The impact of these adornment—on our concepts of Indianness, on the economy in select communities,
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and on artistic creation or regulation—is undeniable. Yet, what is the true story
behind the materials, styles, makers, and consumers? In Surviving Desires,
author Henrietta Lidchi tackles this topic; from the historical, cultural, commercial, and artistic aspects of jewelry’s symbolic, economic, and social value,
the reader gains access to an unprecedented insider perspective of the multifaceted and complex sides of these objects of desire.
Lidchi is an anthropologist and curator for the British Museum, as well as
an active participant in the Native American art studies world. Her background
explains her perspective: readers quickly realize this text is no mere coffee table
book—though feel free to display it as such—and is well-researched, thoughtful, and distinctively scholarly, with an emphasis on in-depth archival and field
research. As an academic, I appreciated her extensive notes and bibliography,
and her use of theoretical frameworks and big fancy words. This approach
works well for her goals: to adequately analyze this subject from many angles
without over-detailing any one aspect. However, for those interested, she points
to primary and secondary sources for further exploration.
I had a hard time getting through this book quickly, not because it is bad,
but because it is so rich. Lidchi packs substantial and interesting information into each page, such as Maisel’s case and wrestling for the soul of craft,
the ‘Arab’ traders and the introduction of a new commercial model, and the
Santa Fe Indian Market and the standardization of Native jewelry. She includes
potentially controversial topics: navigating through confining expectations and
stereotypes, regulating fake art, understanding the economic impact of manufacturing, detailing the benefits of pawn as flexible income, and tapping into the
global interest in Native jewelry.
This book is great for both a novice in this field as well as a more knowledgeable reader. While Lidchi’s approach is academic and museological, this
should not deter the lay person from investing in this important publication.
Lidchi lightens her theory with case studies, interviews, stories of first-hand
experiences, and plenty of images that range from vintage postcards to pawn
shop storages and detailed photos of exquisite jewelry. This book also serves as
a “who’s who” by naming key jewelers, traders, and scholars who have played
significant roles in the development of the Southwest Native American jewelry
world. Surviving Desires is the new, vital text for anyone wishing to participate
in or learn about this topic, either as a maker, broker, curator, or collector. So
add this to your library for reference, assign select chapters for a great class discussion, or plop it down on your coffee table and leisurely take it all in, one section at a time.
Jessica R. Metcalfe
Gardena, North Dakota
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Malinche, Pocahontas, and Sacagawea: Indian Women as Cultural
Intermediaries and National Symbols. By Rebecca K. Jager. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2015. vii + 356 pp. 16 halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8061-4851-9.)
Rebecca Jager offers readers a broad and ambitious overview of the historical and symbolic representations of three publicly notable Native American
women— Malinche from Central Mexico, Pocahontas from the Mid-Atlantic
Coast, and Sacagawea from the northern Rocky Mountains. The author examines the significance of Native American women cultural intermediaries in
the narrative accounts and secondary sources penned of the early encounters
between Europeans and Native Americans. Jager argues that Native American
women were not inconsequential in the events that led to the establishment of
the Spanish and English colonies and subsequently to the development of U.S.
and Mexican nation states. Although at various times the influence attributed to
Native women has been questioned, Jager demonstrates that these three women
displayed remarkable skills as guides, interpreters, and cultural intermediaries.
Moreover, their symbolic importance as feminine caregivers and allies to Europeans influenced nationalist narratives seeking to advance national cohesion
and political integration.
Jager skillfully synthesizes several bodies of literature on colonial and imperial encounters from the United States, Mexico, and Canada. Drawing upon
revisionist histories and Native American oral histories and accounts, the
author underscores the foundational influences of pre-colonial indigenous societies, including gender systems, in the unfolding cultural collisions in North
America. Importantly, Jager situates the actions of these three cultural intermediaries as being influenced as much, if not more, by their Native cultural
contexts as by the actions and imperatives of settler colonialists. Jager seeks to
move against the grain of masculinist and self-serving accounts by European
explorers, nationalist histories, and popular narratives that often downplayed
the complex experiences of Native American women.
Comparing the lives and experiences of three indigenous women across a
span of three centuries involving multiple governing units is no easy task for a
scholar and, for Jager, leads to a lack of definition or discussion of what constitutes the national, nationalist, or nationalism. Throughout the book, Jager uses
the word national to refer to Europeans or Natives as social groups, indigenous
city-states, various tribes, or modern nation-states. Although the book synthesizes the early histories and secondary materials of a broad swath of regions
and times, some discussion of what the national means as a geospatial or cultural denominator designator would have specified the historical analysis. The
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author avoids a discussion of the most destructive aspects of colonization and
focuses on the representations of women as symbolic transits of empire and
nation building.
The book’s subject is relevant to any cross-cultural study of colonialism’s
impact on how gender relations support national mythmaking. After all, the
symbolic representation of the relationships between Malinche and Cortes,
Pocahontas and John Smith, and Sacagawea and Lewis and Clark, have
informed scholarly debates among social historians, revisionist historians, and
feminist historians for decades.
Irene Vásquez
University of New Mexico

Why You Can’t Teach United States History without American Indians. Edited
by Susan Sleeper-Smith, Juliana Barr, Jean M. O’Brien, Nancy Shoemaker,
and Scott Manning Stevens. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina
Press, 2015. xii + 335 pp. 28 halftones, 13 maps, table, contributors, index, isbn
978-1-4696-2120-3.)
Why You Can’t Teach United States History without American Indians sheds light
on an overlooked subject—American Indian history—in U.S. history survey
courses. It adeptly offers strategies on how to integrate vital material of American Indian experiences into classroom discussions. In essence, it corrects the
Eurocentric vision presented by U.S. history textbooks.
Part I, “U.S. History to 1877,” elaborates on ways that American Indians
shaped important events in history. This section counters the conventional narrative of the Fur Trade, Bacon’s Rebellion, the American Revolution, the California Gold Rush, the story of slavery, and the Civil War (Susan Sleeper-Smith,
James D. Rice, Sarah M. S. Pearsall, Jean M. O’Brien, Paul T. Conrad, Scott Manning Stevens, respectively). For example, in Chapter 2, Sleeper-Smith shows
how American Indians were active participants in the Fur Trade and Cloth
Trade. She redirects the typical fur trade narrative to highlight the “common
ground of exchange” (p. 41), whereby Europeans and American Indians produced goods for one another.
Specific essays in Part I highlight the troubling nature of maps in U.S. history
textbooks. In Chapter 1, Juliana Barr describes the barren maps with American
Indian’s names hovering across the continent. She contrasts these maps with
the clearly marked political borders outlining British, French, Dutch, and Spanish claims to territory. The contributors to the volume do a nice job of demonstrating that these misperceptions can easily be corrected in the classroom.
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For instance, Barr suggests that instructors incorporate maps by Samuel Champlain or Francisco Álvarez Barreiro that are “excruciatingly detailed . . . where
there is not an inch of space devoid of Indian possession and internal improvements” (p. 19). In Chapter Five, Adam Jortner’s essay complements Barr’s piece.
Jortner expounds upon the fact that maps in history textbooks imply that North
America was “empty and free” and the “new arrivals, and not the displaced,
are the people who matter” (pp. 75, 77). Building on Jortner’s ideas that maps
emphasize “that European nations and the United States ruled through discovery rather than by diplomacy and conquest,” Robert J. Miller explains how the
doctrine of discovery morphed into the concept of Manifest Destiny (p. 83).
Continuing chronologically, Part II, “U.S. History since 1877,” includes essays
by Jeffrey Ostler, Phillip H. Round, Mindy J. Morgan, John J. Laukaitis, David R.
M. Beck and Rosalyn R. Lapier, Jacob Betz, and Andre Needham. These articles
provide concrete suggestions and approaches “to ensure that Indian people are
seen and their voices heard (p. 161). For example, in Chapter 12, Morgan provides a wonderful analysis of how a well-known New Deal photograph by Dorothea Lange can broaden the discussion to include Native people in the New
Deal era. Part III, “Conceptualizing the Narrative,” looks at broader themes—
settler colonialism (Mikal Brotnove Eckstrom and Margaret D. Jacobs), federalism (K. Tsianina Lomawaima), and globalization (Chris Andersen) in order to
provide an analytical framework that moves beyond “a nationalist, progressive
narrative” (p. 4).
Why You Can’t Teach United States History without American Indians contains a wealth of information that reorients the U.S. history narrative. Anyone
who teaches U.S. history should read this easily accessible, thought-provoking
book.
Donna Peterson
American Historical Review

Amada’s Blessings from the Peyote Gardens of South Texas. By Stacy B. Schaefer.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2015. xvi + 301 pp. 40 halftones
+ 14 halftones, map, appendix, notes, references, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn
978-0-8263-5621-5.)
Stacy B. Schaefer, professor emerita of anthropology at California State University, Chico, presents a lovingly crafted portrait of Amada Cardenas, 1904–
2005, Cardenas’s relatives and friends, and Cardenas’s contribution to the
modern history of the Native American Church (NAC) and many of the Church’s
practitioners. Through the early and mid-twentieth century, Amada and her
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husband Claudio Cardenas were a few of the peyoteros/peyoteras who harvested
and provided or traded peyote to NAC practitioners. They developed intimate
relationships with many Natives who traveled to the South Texas Borderlands,
part of the divine cactus’s habitat, to purchase the sacramental medicine for
their ceremonies and prayer services. Amada became one of the first officially
licensed peyote dealers in Texas after the amendment of anti-peyote state legislation in the 1970s.
Schaefer expands upon the growing volume of academic literature on peyote religion and the NAC. Amada’s Blessings fills important gaps in the history of
the development of the peyote trade, negotiations of state and legal obstacles to
Native and indigenous religious freedom, the interconnection of the plant and
its environs to humans that harvest it, including many who travel hundreds of
miles to procure the medicine. These interconnections are embodied in moving
first-person narratives from Amada, her family, and many NAC practitioners
who made relatives with Amada, painting and painted a near hagiographic portrait of her. Her spirituality and personal devotion to her faith in God, La Virgen, Jesucristo, and the medicine gave her the strength and courage to live a pure
life of service, love, respect, and hospitality.
Schaefer writes across boundaries of identity, culture, religion, ethnicity,
and nationality by focusing on Amada and her life at the intersection of different Natives’ relationships with the peyote gardens. The Borderlands of the
Rio Grande Valle are home to many intersecting histories of indigenous peoples, migrations of indigenous and de-indigenized peoples, waves of immigrant
Europeans and European descended nation states, and competing economic
constructions of land and identity. Academic works seldom record these histories. Amada’s story highlights the indigenous roots not only of peyote, but also
of the local peoples that live in the medicine’s sacred homeland. By looking at
the Cardenas family and extended social network, Schaefer shows cultural identity is not so easily reduced to nationality, religion, or ethnicity. In Amada’s life
story, loving and respectful relationships were far more important.
This well-written, enjoyable text includes an appendix, which reproduces
legal and official documents, although a few are barely legible. Schaefer’s voice
and style are romantically florid at times, presenting an image of a generous
Abuelita Amada as the paragon of the four NAC virtues of faith, hope, charity,
and especially love. In doing so, we gain a better understanding of the centrality of human relationships to the dynamics of contemporary Native and indigenous religion and spirituality.
R. Christopher Basaldú
University of Oklahoma
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Leaders of the Mexican American Generation: Biographical Essays. Edited by
Anthony Quiroz. Foreword by Arnoldo De Leòn. (Boulder: University Press
of Colorado, 2015. xv + 362 pp. 13 halftones, notes, contributors, index. $34.95
cloth, isbn 978-1-60732-336-5.)
In the biographical collection, Leaders of the Mexican American Generation:
Biographical Essays, the authors highlight the intellectual and political contributions of an emerging group of middle-class Mexican Americans during the
period of 1920 to 1965, more commonly known as the Mexican American generation. Anthony Quiroz organizes these biographies into two sections: 1) Intellectuals and Ethnic Consciousness, inclusive of biographies of José de la Luz
Sáenz, Alice Dickerson Montemayor, Alonso S. Perales, Jovita González Mireles, Luisa Moreno, and Félix Longoria; and 2) Legal, Political, and Labor Activists, inclusive of biographies of Héctor Pérez García, Gus García, John J. Herrera,
Vicente Ximenes, Ralph Estrada, Ernesto Galarza, and Edward R. Roybal. The
collection demonstrates the foundational importance of the Mexican American
generation in establishing Civil Rights advocacy rhetoric in the United States
with a tactical focus on access to voting rights, litigation against racial discrimination, and labor union organizing.
The first section of the book focuses on intellectuals’ critical reflections of
their ethnic consciousness of being of Mexican descent in the United States,
which inspired their anti-discrimination political advocacy. Two examples from
this section are Richard A. García’s biography “Alonso S. Perales: The Voice and
Visions of a Citizen Intellectual,” and María Eugenia Cotera’s biography “Jovita
González Mireles: Texas Folklorist, Historian, Educator.” García’s biography of
Alonso S. Perales reveals how Perales’s reflection on Mexican ethnicity drove
his questioning of American citizenship in the long historical context of racial
discrimination. This questioning, according to García, drove Perales’s leadership and advocacy to establish a “workable civic culture of American diversity”
through the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) (p. 110). In the
biography of Jovita González Mireles’s, Cotera reveals González Mireles’ contributions as a foundational Borderlands Studies scholar during the 1930s, and
as an educational rights activist into the 1960s. According to Cotera, González
Mireles provided a proto-feminist political critique of Texas folkloric studies
and “was one of the first Mexican American scholars to carefully think through
the philosophical and political contours of Borderland Studies” (p. 138). Her
early career as an academic influenced her advocacy for the educational rights
of Mexican American children through the foundation of bilingual schools in
Texas. Both of these biographies demonstrate the contributions of ethnic consciousness to Civil Rights political advocacy.
Book Reviews
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The second section of the book focuses on individuals who utilized ideas
about ethnic consciousness in specific legal, political, and labor activism. As
Julia Leininger Pycior reveals, for example, Ernesto Galarza’s experience as a
Mexican immigrant in the United States influenced his emphasis on transnational worker’s rights and visions of trans U.S.-México border labor organizing, which strikes a chord today given the transnational rearrangement of labor
and capital under neoliberal globalization. Through a transnational iteration of
mexicanidad, Galarza worked to organize farmworkers through the National
Farmworker Labor Union and stood as a solitary voice in support of immigrant
rights while Cold War–era liberals and civil rights organizations supported
anti-immigrant legislation. Galarza remained an influential civil rights advocate through his work with the Office of Economic Opportunity during Pres.
Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty, and as a mentor to Chicana/o Movement
activists.
The biographies in this collection on the Mexican American generation
demonstrates the usefulness of the biographic method that is situated in broader
political and historic context. In this way, this book overcomes the challenges of
generational foci, which, without being placed in specific historical contexts,
can miss how the contributions of one generation can have intergenerational
impacts. Labor, immigrant, and voting rights activism depicted through the
biography of historical actors presented in this book demonstrate the foundational impact of the Mexican American generation on Mexican American Civil
Rights advocacies in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. As such, this collection would benefit historians of Mexican American peoples and would be
great supplementary reading material for educators teaching Mexican American history.
José Luis Serrano Nájera
California State University, Fullerton

¡Corrido! The Living Ballads of Mexico’s Western Coast. By John Holms
McDowell. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2015 xvi + 436 pp.
50 halftones, map, 70 sheet music, epilogue, appendix, bibliography, index.
$55.00 cloth, isbn 9780-8263-3743-6.)
John Holmes McDowell’s Corrido: The Living Ballad of Mexico’s Western Coast,
makes a valuable contribution to the study of an important Mexican ballad, el
corridos or Mexican folk hero ballads. The book is a compilation of more-than
one hundred corridos, most of which originated from within the Las Costas
region in the state of Guerrero. Some of the corridos in this anthology are of
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great importance to the history of Guerrero as they refer to significant events
and historical figures of the state. For instance, “El corrido de Juan Escudero,”
tells the story of an influential Mexican social activist from Guerrero. Escudero
was well known not only in Guerrero, but also within states like Michoacán,
Morelos, and Colima for his opposition to the peninsular regime in Guerrero
during the late nineteenth century. The corrido highlights the significance of
Escudero’s valiant character, especially to the poor and oppressed, thereby giving voice to their concerns. Although, sadly, the corrido narrates the tragic
event of his death, it also emphasizes his immortality within the memory of the
community along the coast of Guerrero, Mexico.
Another valuable contribution of this compilation of corridos comes from
La Costa de Guerrero and allows readers the opportunity to learn about historical events directly from the citizens of Guerrero through the perspective of oral
tradition. For example, “El corrido de Martín Díaz,” relates to conflict between
the Catholic Church and the federal government of Mexico. During the Cristero Rebellion in the early twentieth century, Catholics in Mexico organized a
rebellion against President Plutarco Elias Calles due to his implementation of
La ley Calles, as his laws came to be known. The laws were intended to reduce
the political and economic power of the Catholic Church in Mexico. Díaz was
a catholic Cristero leader who fought in defence of the Catholic Church against
La ley Calles. This particular corrido portrays him as a unique and brave leader
who lost his life in a confrontation with “Los pelones.” One particular aspect
mentioned in this corrido was his respect and affection for female figures.
Upon reading this corrido, one can see that Díaz’s mother was probably the
most important influence in his life. The corrido illustrates the significant role
women played in the Cristero movement. According to popular history in Mexico, the Cristero rebellion was initiated by women who persuaded catholic men
to fight against the Calles laws in defense of the Catholic fate.
Lastly, another important aspect about McDowell’s book is that before every
corrido he explains in detail the origin of the melody and the people involved.
His brief narration allows for connections between the content of the melody
and the context of the historical events that took place in the state of Guerrero.
McDowell shows corridos are an important part of Mexican society through
combining elements of oral tradition and historical facts,. He allows for an alternative perspective on the history of Guerrero and aims to share it with people
who are passionate about understanding Mexican music, culture, and folklore.
Jaime Boyzo,
University of Calgary
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The Haunting of the Mexican Border: A Woman’s Journey. By Kathryn Ferguson.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2015. xii + 228 pp. 16 halftones,
map, acknowledgements. $24.95 paper, isbn 978-0-8263-4058-0.)
Author and documentary filmmaker Kathryn Ferguson spent years crisscrossing the U.S.-Mexico border; to work on a labor-of-love documentary, to meet
with friends, to spend time with her beloved Rarámuri (an indigenous group in
northwestern Mexico), and especially to see Ventura, an elder and father-like
figure whom Ferguson comes to adore. The book examines changes along the
border resulting from heightened border security. The Haunting of the Mexican
Border is a rich tale that will appeal to nonacademic and academic audiences
alike, especially those who work in sociology, history, and Borderlands studies.
Ferguson divides the book into two large sections: hunting and hunted. The
first section details Ferguson’s work on the documentary film The Unholy Tarahumara. She spent years travelling in Mexico, particularly in the Barranca del
Cobre region. There she became enamored with the Rarámuri, especially Ventura Pacheco Leon’s family. Ferguson describes in vivid detail the geography
of the Barranca, the Rarámuri people, and her numerous struggles to secure
funding for the documentary. While the filming of the documentary takes center stage, the trials that Ferguson went through to make the film are a far more
compelling story. Through her narrative, we come to know Ventura, and when
Ferguson reveals that he has died, I felt a distinct weight and sadness at the loss
of a man I never knew.
The other section, hunted, is equally compelling. Ferguson describes some
of her experiences advocating for undocumented migrants via Samaritans and
other groups. Advocacy was especially evident in the aid Samaritans render to
those who have crossed the border via the Sonoran desert, and suffer or die
from the experience. In this section, Ferguson offers an on-the-ground accounting of the changes in border security during the 1990s. The changes came with a
crippling economic burden as well as the accompanying deaths of untold thousands of migrants. When Ferguson and the Samaritans go into the desert looking for people to help, more often than not, she and her colleagues seem to find
bodies and bones.
The Haunting of the Mexican Border is a fascinating story, part autobiography, part anthropology, and part creative writing. Although the book has much
to offer, there were portions that read a little like stream of consciousness. The
author is also coming at her various subjects from a privileged position, as a
white woman and as an American. She hints at this privilege occasionally, noting at one point “I like to think I am a citizen of the world but I am really a tourist” (p. 163). Yet she never closely interrogates or analyzes this privilege; given
488
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the subjects she writes about, she should have foregrounded it. That said this
is an excellent book that leaves the reader in wonder from the first section and
enraged from the second.
Brian D. Behnken
Iowa State University

The General and the Genius: Groves and Oppenheimer—The Unlikely
Partnership that Built the Atom Bomb. By James Kunetka. (Washington,
D.C.: Regnery History, an imprint of Regnery Publishing, 2015. xiv +
482 pp. 35 halftones, map, notes, references, index. $29.99 cloth, isbn
978-1-62157-338-8.)
The vast literature on the Manhattan Project might indicate that little remains
to be said about it, but James Kunetka’s The General and the Genius dispels this
notion. The text offers readers a well-researched history of the project and its
two leading personalities: Gen. Leslie R. Groves, the project’s commanding officer, and physicist Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, whom Groves selected to direct
the secret atomic bomb design laboratory at Los Alamos. Kunetka makes good
use of classified documents and letters between Groves and Oppenheimer; even
readers already familiar with the Manhattan Project will learn some new details.
Groves and Oppenheimer could not have been more different. Groves was
an Army Engineer, a results-oriented organizer of large-scale construction
projects; before being assigned to the Manhattan Project, he oversaw the construction of the Pentagon. By contrast, Oppenheimer was a wealthy, left wing
theoretical physics professor who never so much as served as a department
chair. However, both men saw in each other a means to cement their fame by
developing a weapon that would bring World War II to a quick end, and forged
a partnership that would last for the duration of the two-year project. .
Kunetka opens with Groves and Oppenheimer at the run-up to the Trinity Test in July 1945, and then moves quickly to an overview of the Manhattan Engineer District, the idea of uranium and plutonium fission bombs, and
the context of the war with Japan. Chapters 2–4 cover the discovery of nuclear
fission, methods of enriching uranium to extract its fissile isotope, the use of
plutonium as an alternate bomb fuel, the establishment of the Manhattan Engineer District, and Groves’ and Oppenheimer’s backgrounds. With the successful operation of Enrico Fermi’s first chain-reacting nuclear pile in December
1942, America was on its way to an all-out project to develop nuclear weapons.
Chapters 5–14 comprise the core of this book and focus on the work carried
out at Los Alamos. The challenges the lab faced were unprecedented, complex,
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and often extremely dangerous. Just as the lab solved one apparently insurmountable problem, another more intractable one would arise. Oppenheimer
had his hands full with technical headaches, while Groves oversaw the entire
project from the construction of enormous industrial facilities to produce uranium and plutonium to ensuring that aircrews were trained to deliver bombs as
soon as they were ready. The latter was ready by the summer of 1945, and Chapter 15 relates the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombing missions and Japan’s surrender. Chapters 16 and 17 review the postwar careers of both men and the political
circumstances, which led to the development of the hydrogen bomb.
This book is likely of limited interest to NMHR readers who are not Manhattan Project aficionados, as Kunetka devotes little space to Southwest aspects
of the story beyond remarking on the area’s spectacular natural beauty. This is
unfortunate, as Oppenheimer’s exposure to the area as a young man apparently
greatly influenced his persona.
My only reservation about this book is that I caught some two dozen errors
and misstatements. Some examples: Uranium-235 comprises 0.7% of natural
uranium, not 0.07% (p. 16); spontaneous fission does not inhibit a chain reaction (p. 21); Enrico Fermi’s reactor did not contain “enriched oxide” (p. 61); the
electromagnetic isotope-enrichment plants were located in Tennessee, not California (p. 199). These are not disastrous errors but they do detract from an otherwise solid work and are surprising in that they involve material treated in
many of the sources Kunetka cites. Also, as Kunetka relates little of the details of
the Tennessee and Washington installations, readers who are new to the Manhattan Project should supplement this book with other sources to get a fuller
picture; to be fair, however, these facilities are not Kunetka’s focus. Despite these
issues, this book should be on the shelf of any serious student of the Manhattan Project.
Cameron Reed
Alma College

The Roughest Riders: The Untold Story of the Black Soldiers in the SpanishAmerican War. By Jerome Tuccille. (Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2015. xxii
+ 282 pp. 16 halftones, maps, acknowledgments, bibliography, index. $26.95
cloth, isbn 978-1-61373-046-1.)
Hastily assembled and given almost no training, American forces in the Spanish-American War were thrown into a chaotic situation in Cuba they were illsuited to face. Senior leadership, logistics, and coordination between units were
extraordinarily poor. Officers and soldiers alike had little understanding of how
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lethal the better-equipped and well-prepared Spanish forces could be. The U.S.
Army thrust volunteer and professional units, including the Rough Riders, into
this combat environment, along with several Regular Army regiments of black
soldiers. At the time of the Spanish-American War, the U.S. Army was sharply
segregated, with black enlisted soldiers—the so-called “Buffalo Soldiers”—serving in two cavalry regiments and two infantry regiments under white officers,
and a handful of black junior officers. The Regular Army’s four black regiments, the 9th and 10th Cavalry and the 24th and 25th Infantry, were deployed
to Cuba, and these units primarily concerned author Jerome Tuccille, in The
Roughest Riders.
Two of these black units, the 10th Cavalry and the 24th Infantry, played key
roles in the Spanish-American War, including at the Battle of San Juan Hill, in
which they likely saved the Rough Riders from catastrophic losses. Despite this,
black soldiers’ contributions were mostly ignored or mischaracterized after the
war, with one common and inaccurate narrative—being that black soldiers had
performed poorly in combat. The continuation of that narrative undoubtedly
played a role in shaping the way the U.S. Army used black soldiers in World
War I.
Somewhat ironically, but not unexpectedly, given the numerous sources
available on Leonard Wood and Theodore Roosevelt’s Rough Riders—Tuccille
tends to provide much more detail on the activities of the Rough Riders than
the black soldiers who participated in the invasion of Cuba. At times, the black
soldiers become almost invisible, their experiences eclipsed by the actions of
Roosevelt and the incompetence of American commanders. Tuccille also briefly
covers the experiences of black soldiers in Puerto Rico and the Philippines,
the other major sites in the Spanish-American War; as well as in the Mexican
Expedition against Pancho Villa in 1916–17; and the First World War. Tuccile’s
discussion of black soldiers’ participation in the occupation of the Philippines
reveals their conflicted feelings regarding their role in the expansion of American empire abroad during a time they experienced profound racial prejudice at
home.
This engaging popular history contains no citations, limiting its utility for
scholars. I recommend supplementing The Roughest Riders with Willard Gatewood’s “Smoked Yankees” and the Struggle for Empire, Edward Coffman’s The
Regulars, Brian Linn’s Guardians of Empire, and David Trask’s older but still
authoritative operational history, The War with Spain in 1898.
Andrew Byers
Duke University
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Against the Grain: Colonel Henry M. Lazelle and the U.S. Army. By James
Carson. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 2015. 399 pp. 36 halftones, 3
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, isbn 978-1-574-41611-4.)
Former Army and CIA officer James Carson presents Against the Grain: Colonel Henry M. Lazelle and the U.S. Army as an illustration of the trials faced by
professional soldiers during the second half of the nineteenth century. Graduate of the United States Military Academy in 1855, Lazelle embarked on a career
that took him from the isolation of frontier outposts in Texas and New Mexico
to some of the Army’s most elite postings—including stints as the Commandant of Cadets at West Point and editor of the Official Records of the War of the
Rebellion. Yet, as the author argues, throughout his career, Lazelle demonstrated
a willingness to offer “occasional challenges to authority” that, in civilian life,
would reflect an admirable character, but all too often marked him as a controversial figure within army circles (p. xviii). As a result, although Lazelle enjoyed
an exceptional career in terms of duration and rank achieved, it was a career
marred by repeated frustrations, petty squabbles, and professional setbacks.
Carson argues that the frustrations experienced by Lazelle during his military career were legion and largely of his own making. After his appointment
as Commandant of Cadets at West Point, for example, Lazelle’s willingness to
challenge military conventions resurfaced in dramatic fashion when he became
embroiled in a power struggle with the academy’s superintendent, Gen. Oliver
O. Howard. The author suggests the conflict stemmed from Lazelle’s possible
jealousy of Howard. The two were roommates as cadets, but Howard rose to the
rank of major general—“despite his questionable record as a corps commander”
during the Civil War—while Lazelle only achieved the rank of lieutenant colonel (p. 220).
Regardless of circumstances, the two officers clashed when Howard challenged the draconian policies instituted by Lazelle to instill discipline at the
academy. The struggle escalated when Lazelle began to refuse to comply with
orders received from Howard’s adjutants. Lazelle was especially disturbed by
what he perceived as attempts by Howard’s adjutants to circumvent his authority as commandant by issuing written orders when the superintendent was away
from the academy. Carson notes that Lazelle won both contests, but he argues
they were “pyrrhic” victories (p. 235). On 2 August 1882, the Army, at Howard’s
request, dismissed Lazelle as commandant and temporarily exiled him to Fort
Craig in New Mexico.
The biography produced by James Carson represents the culmination of
a project initiated by his grandmother, Barbara Hollingsworth Lazelle, the
only grandchild of Henry Lazelle. The author reinforces many well-established
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conceptions of the Army during the late nineteenth century as an institution dominated by strong personalities who generated controversy. Efficiently
researched, Carson blends family anecdotes with archival materials and secondary sources to support his characterizations of Lazelle and the Army. Furthermore, to his credit, the author does not shy away from revealing the less
admirable qualities held by his great-grandfather that were also characteristic
of the Army in the late nineteenth century. He not only reveals Lazelle’s willingness to engage in petty turf wars, but also vividly demonstrates how his racist views brought disgrace to his reputation, particularly in the events that led
to the dismissal from the academy of Johnson Whittaker, an African American
cadet. Taken as a whole, the biography serves as an illustration of an intelligent,
talented, and professional soldier who, in spite of multiple opportunities for distinction, never fully realized the successful career he desired.
Jeffrey V. Pearson
Arkansas Tech University

Bitter Waters: The Struggles of the Pecos River. By Patrick Dearen. (Norman,
OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2016. 241 pp. 41 halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, isbn 978-0-8061-5201-1.)
In Bitter Water: The Struggle of the Pecos River, the latest book on the troubled Pecos River, author Patrick Dearen catalogues the many problems of this
iconic New Mexico stream. Dearen’s approach is comprehensive, considering
the entire river from the Gulf of Mexico in Texas to the river’s headwaters in
New Mexico’s Sangre de Cristo mountains. It also takes in centuries of the river’s
human and geological history.
Dearen manages this long, complex history by slicing it along many matrices. He discusses the river by reach, including separate chapters on the Texas
and New Mexico sections of the river. He focuses on the continuous and changing problems posed by its well-known salinity. In addition to water-quality concerns, he details trouble with the quixotic quantity problems in the exaggerated
drought and flood river offerings. He provides separate discussions of the earliest Spanish contact with the river in the sixteenth century, as well as efforts
to deal with it in the twenty first. In between Dearen provides examples of the
often frustrating human effort to control the river for human and ecological
ends ranging from irrigation to endangered species. Bitter Waters concludes by
considering what the future may hold for the Pecos River.
For each topic, Dearen follows a similar method; he marshals and summarizes the vast and still growing technical studies on the complex river. He
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leavens that difficult load with wide-ranging interviews from current experts in
the field and with local citizens concerned with the river. This approach works
well in most of the separate areas, although it leaves some short and ignores
others altogether. For example, Dearen’s discussion of the river’s headwaters in
the Pecos Wilderness and recent fires isn’t very illuminating and relies on the
reports of local Pecosenos, whose lack of knowledge about the scientific operation of the forests is made up for by their long, if superficial, passion for them.
Similarly, Dearen’s discussion of the legal regimes controlling the river provides
no new insight into the Texas and New Mexico interstate struggles over Pecos
River management and the effort to manage a shared and bitterly contested
resource.
In fact, Dearen’s exclusive focus on the Pecos River itself masks its increasing reliance on inter-related groundwater to make it work. Groundwater pumping in the Roswell area led to the Texas-New Mexico dispute that dominated the
last half of the twentieth century, a struggle that Dearen hardly acknowledges.
Ironically, groundwater pumping in the Seven River reach bailed New Mexico
out of its surface water delivery problem to Texas. Even more recently, trouble
over maintaining minimum instream flows for the federally endangered bluntnosed shiner led New Mexico again to inter-related groundwater sources rather
than the Pecos River itself. It is especially hard to overlook the interconnection between groundwater and surface water on the Pecos, but Dearen largely
does. Still, Bitter Waters is a significant and up-to-date account of most of the
issues confronting one of the Southwest’s best-known rivers. Roswell’s ninetysix-year-old Morgan Nelson, intimately involved with the river for almost a century, touts the book as a must read, and indeed it is.
G. Emlen Hall
University of New Mexico

The Life and Times of Commander E.C. “Zeke,” Cortez, USNR (ret.): Not
Just Scuttlebutt. 5th ed. By David Wilde (Albuquerque, N.Mex: Wilde
Publishing, 2013. xiii + 241 pp. Halftones, appendices, index. $4.95 paper, isbn
978-1-88220-4991.)
David Wilde’s fifth edition of The Life and Times of Commander E.C. “Zeke,”
Cortez, USNR (ret.): Not Just Scuttlebutt provides a view into the life of a New
Mexican across several decades of the twentieth century. Using a narrative technique that moves rather freely across time and place and that occasionally telescopes his own experiences into the text, the author has written a biography of a
Hispanic who grew up in the Southwest, was schooled in New Mexico and went
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on for an advanced education in the east, gave two and half decades service
in the Naval Reserve, experienced life as a lawyer and business executive, conducted recruitment work. Ultimately, Cortez then retired and collected art with
his wife, Nadine, in Belen, a town south of the state’s largest city, Albuquerque.
As his use of the naval yard term “scuttlebutt” (a drinking fountain or unsubstantiated gossip) in the subtitle alludes, the author conveys that the text isn’t
“just” speculation or hearsay. Using various private papers, archival materials,
and literary works, the author draws an admiring picture of Cortez as representative of the important role Hispanics play in the Southwest and American
life. Beginning with a brief overview of Cortez’s family roots in Colorado and
movement to New Mexico, the author moves across fourteen chapters that
detail significant periods in the life of his subject. In doing so, Wilde situates
Cortez, who, while not a famous man, has experiences that helped characterize twentieth-century American life, including naval combat in World War II,
the Japanese-American internment, juvenile jurisprudence, artic exploration in
Greenland, the Cold War, challenges in the work place, life in a corporation,
local politics, and private life as a retiree. He passed away in Belen on 10 August
2009 and is buried at the National Cemetery in Santa Fe.
The author intersperses selected encounters Cortez had over the course of
his life with various prominent individuals, whether Lawrence Ferlinghetti, a
fellow naval officer and owner of the City Lights Bookstore in San Francisco
of Beat fame; Walter Hutchinson, who served as an assistant attorney general
during the Truman Administration; or Assistant Secretary of the Navy Albert
Pratt, for whom Cortez served as a special advisor in the 1950s. The text is supplemented by seven appendices that contain various documents that provide
contextual background to important aspects of Cortez’s life. The social historical monograph that emerges contributes to our collective understanding of the
role that Cortez, and other “common” citizens, played and continue to play in
everyday life in the formation of history. As such, the text can be read both as a
biographical sketch of a Hispanic American and how individual lives intersect
with our unfolding historical experience.
Scott D. Hughes
University of New Mexico
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